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  Managing Information Technology Carol V.
Brown,Daniel W DeHayes,Jeffrey A. Hoffer,Wainright
E. Martin,William C. Perkins,2013-08-28 For
graduate and executive level MIS students, and
practicing IS managers. A thorough and practical
guide to IT management practices and issues.
Managing Information Technology provides
comprehensive coverage of IS management practices
and technology trends for advanced students and
managers. Through an approach that offers up-to-
date chapter content and full-length case studies,
this text presents a unique set of materials that
educators can customize to their students’ needs.
The sixth edition has been thoroughly updated and
streamlined to reflect current IS practices.
  LPI Linux Certification in a Nutshell Steven
Pritchard,Bruno Gomes Pessanha,Nicolai
Langfeldt,James Stanger,Jeff Dean,2006-07-26 LPI
Linux Certification in a Nutshell,Second Edition
is an invaluable resource for determining what you
needto practice to pass the Linux Professional
Institute exams. This bookwill helpyou determine
when you're ready to take the exams, which
aretechnically challenging and designed to reflect
the skills thatadministrators needin real working
environments. As more corporations adopt Linux as
the networking backbone for theirIT systems, the
demand for certified technicians will becomeeven
greater. Passing the LPI exams will broaden your
career optionsbecause the LPICis the most widely
known and respected Linux certification program
intheworld. Linux Journal recognized the LPI as
the bestTraining andCertification Program. The
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exams were developed by the LinuxProfessional
Institute,an international, volunteer-driven
organization with affiliates in adozen countries.
The core LPI exams cover two levels. Level 1 tests
a basic knowledge ofLinux installation,
configuration, and command-lineskills. Level 2
goes into much more depth regarding
systemtroubleshooting andnetwork services such as
email and the Web. The second edition of
LPILinuxCertification in a Nutshell is a
thoroughly researchedreference to these exams. The
book is divided into four parts, one foreach of
theLPI exams. Each part features not only a
summary of the core skills youneed, but sample
exercises and test questions, along with helpful
hintsto letyou focus your energies. Major topics
include: GNU and Unix commands Linux installation
and package management Devices, filesystems, and
kernel configuration Text editing, processing, and
printing The X Window System Networking
fundamentals and troubleshooting Security,
including intrusion detection, SSH, Kerberos,
andmore DNS, DHCP, file sharing, and other
networking infrastructure Email, FTP, and Web
services Praise for the first edition: Although
O'Reilly's Nutshell series are intended as
'DesktopReference' manuals, I have to recommend
this one as a goodall-round read; not only as a
primer for LPI certification, but as anexcellent
introductory text on GNU/Linux. In all, this is a
valuableaddition toO'Reilly's already packed
stable of Linux titles and I look forward tomore
from the author.--First Monday
  Digital Trade in the U. S. and Global Economies
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James Stamps,2014-10-22 Report of a government
investigation to better understand the role of
digital trade -- domestic commerce and
international trade conducted via the Internet --
in the U.S. and global economies, as well as the
effects of barriers and impediments to digital
trade that impede U.S. access to global markets.
The analysis provides findings at three levels: at
the firm level, through 10 case studies; at the
industry level, through a survey of U.S.
businesses; and at the economy-wide level, using
computable general equilibrium and econometric
models. This analysis shows that digital trade
contributes to economic output by improving
productivity and reducing trade costs. Digital
trade's combined effects of increased productivity
and lower trade costs are estimated to have
increased U.S. real GDP by $517.1-$710.7 billion
(3.4-4.8%). Figures and tables. This is a print on
demand report.
  Guide to IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX
Version 7.1.3 Dino Quintero,Alex
Abderrazag,Bernhard Buehler,Primitivo
Cervantes,Bharathraj Keshavamurthy,Kunal
Langer,Luciano Martins,Ashish Nainwal,Minh
Pham,Katharina Probst,Matt Radford,Bjorn
Roden,Michael Schmut,Isac Silva,Yefei Song,Ben
Swinney,Ashraf Ali Thajudeen,Marian Tomescu,Sascha
Wycisk,IBM Redbooks,2015-06-16 This IBM® Redbooks®
publication for IBM Power SystemsTM with IBM
PowerHA® SystemMirror® Standard and Enterprise
Editions (hardware, software, practices, reference
architectures, and tools) documents a well-defined
deployment model within an IBM Power Systems
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environment. It guides you through a planned
foundation for a dynamic infrastructure for your
enterprise applications. This information is for
technical consultants, technical support staff, IT
architects, and IT specialists who are responsible
for providing high availability and support for
the IBM PowerHA SystemMirror Standard and
Enterprise Editions on IBM POWER® systems.
  The Rough Guide to Film Rough Guides,2008-05-01
Get the lowdown on the best fiction ever written.
Over 230 of the world’s greatest novels are
covered, from Quixote (1614) to Orhan Pamuk’s Snow
(2002), with fascinating information about their
plots and their authors – and suggestions for what
to read next. The guide comes complete with
recommendations of the best editions and
translations for every genre from the most
enticing crime and punishment to love, sex, heroes
and anti-heroes, not to mention all the classics
of comedy and satire, horror and mystery and many
other literary genres. With feature boxes on
experimental novels, female novelists, short
reviews of interesting film and TV adaptations,
and information on how the novel began, this guide
will point you to all the classic literature
you’ll ever need.
  The Film Handbook Geoff Andrew,1990 The Film
Handbook examines the current status of
filmmaking, how film is produced and distributed
and its relation with today's digital and web-
based climate.
  Searching and Seizing Computers and Obtaining
Electronic Evidence in Criminal Investigations
Orin S. Kerr,2001
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  Baseball Hacks Joseph Adler,2006-01-31 Baseball
Hacks isn't your typical baseball book--it's a
book about how to watch, research, and understand
baseball. It's an instruction manual for the free
baseball databases. It's a cookbook for baseball
research. Every part of this book is designed to
teach baseball fans how to do something. In short,
it's a how-to book--one that will increase your
enjoyment and knowledge of the game. So much of
the way baseball is played today hinges upon
interpreting statistical data. Players are
acquired based on their performance in statistical
categories that ownership deems most important.
Managers make in-game decisions based not on
instincts, but on probability - how a particular
batter might fare against left-handedpitching, for
instance. The goal of this unique book is to show
fans all the baseball-related stuff that they can
do for free (or close to free). Just as open
source projects have made great software freely
available, collaborative projects such as
Retrosheet and Baseball DataBank have made great
data freely available. You can use these data
sources to research your favorite players, win
your fantasy league, or appreciate the game of
baseball even more than you do now. Baseball Hacks
shows how easy it is to get data, process it, and
use it to truly understand baseball. The book
lists a number of sources for current and
historical baseball data, and explains how to load
it into a database for analysis. It then
introduces several powerful statistical tools for
understanding data and forecasting results. For
the uninitiated baseball fan, author Joseph Adler
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walks readers through the core statistical
categories for hitters (batting average, on-base
percentage, etc.), pitchers (earned run average,
strikeout-to-walk ratio, etc.), and fielders
(putouts, errors, etc.). He then extrapolates upon
these numbers to examine more advanced data groups
like career averages, team stats, season-by-season
comparisons, and more. Whether you're a
mathematician, scientist, or season-ticket holder
to your favorite team, Baseball Hacks is sure to
have something for you. Advance praise for
Baseball Hacks: Baseball Hacks is the best book
ever written for understanding and practicing
baseball analytics. A must-read for baseball
professionals and enthusiasts alike. -- Ari
Kaplan, database consultant to the Montreal Expos,
San Diego Padres, and Baltimore Orioles The game
was born in the 19th century, but the passion for
its analysis continues to grow into the 21st. In
Baseball Hacks, Joe Adler not only demonstrates
thatthe latest data-mining technologies have
useful application to the study of baseball
statistics, he also teaches the reader how to do
the analysis himself, arming the dedicated
baseball fan with tools to take his understanding
of the game to a higher level. -- Mark E. Johnson,
Ph.D., Founder, SportMetrika, Inc. and Baseball
Analyst for the 2004 St. Louis Cardinals
  LPI Linux Certification in a Nutshell Jeffrey
Dean,2001 The Linux Professional Institute (LPI)
is the leader in obtaining the independent,
vendor-neutral certification that provides proof
of the necessary skills in demand by IT
departments. LPI Linux Certification in a Nutshell
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is written with the LPI exams in mind by including
information on the required Topics and Objectives.
Beyond preparing to pass the LPIC Level 1 exams,
this book provides an excellent understanding of
Linux concepts and functions. LPI Linux
Certification in a Nutshell prepares system
administrators for both of the General Linux LPIC
Level 1 exams (101 and 102). The book is divided
into two parts (one for each of the LPIC Level 1
exams), and each part features a summary of the
exam, a Highlighter's Index, labs, suggested
exercises, and practice exams. Part 1 covers Exam
101: GNU and Unix commands; devices, Linux
filesystems, and the filesystem hierarchy
standard; boot, initialization, shutdown, and run
levels; documentation; and administrative tasks.
Part 2 covers Exam 102: hardware and architecture;
Linux installation and package management; the
Linux kernel; text editing, processing, and
printing; shells, scripting, programming, and
compiling; the X Window System; networking
fundamentals; network services; and security.
While this book is designed to help system
administrators prepare for the LPI certification
exams, the tutorial-style approach will help
newbies learn more about their Linux system. For
those preparing to take the LPI certification
exams, this book will prove to be invaluable in
its scope and breadth.
  The Art of Mac Malware Patrick Wardle,2022-07-12
A comprehensive guide to the threats facing Apple
computers and the foundational knowledge needed to
become a proficient Mac malware analyst. Defenders
must fully understand how malicious software works
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if they hope to stay ahead of the increasingly
sophisticated threats facing Apple products today.
The Art of Mac Malware: The Guide to Analyzing
Malicious Software is a comprehensive handbook to
cracking open these malicious programs and seeing
what’s inside. Discover the secrets of nation
state backdoors, destructive ransomware, and
subversive cryptocurrency miners as you uncover
their infection methods, persistence strategies,
and insidious capabilities. Then work with and
extend foundational reverse-engineering tools to
extract and decrypt embedded strings, unpack
protected Mach-O malware, and even reconstruct
binary code. Next, using a debugger, you’ll
execute the malware, instruction by instruction,
to discover exactly how it operates. In the book’s
final section, you’ll put these lessons into
practice by analyzing a complex Mac malware
specimen on your own. You’ll learn to: Recognize
common infections vectors, persistence mechanisms,
and payloads leveraged by Mac malware Triage
unknown samples in order to quickly classify them
as benign or malicious Work with static analysis
tools, including disassemblers, in order to study
malicious scripts and compiled binaries Leverage
dynamical analysis tools, such as monitoring tools
and debuggers, to gain further insight into
sophisticated threats Quickly identify and bypass
anti-analysis techniques aimed at thwarting your
analysis attempts A former NSA hacker and current
leader in the field of macOS threat analysis,
Patrick Wardle uses real-world examples pulled
from his original research. The Art of Mac
Malware: The Guide to Analyzing Malicious Software
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is the definitive resource to battling these ever
more prevalent and insidious Apple-focused
threats.
  Managing Information Technology Carol
Brown,Edley Wainright Martin,Daniel W.
DeHayes,Jeffrey A. Hoffer,William C. Perkins,2002
This MBA and advanced undergraduate text focuses
on managing information technology within
organizational settings. Following an introduction
to IT, hardware, software, and networking,
examples are presented of three major types of IT
applications: organizational systems, managerial
support systems,
  Announcements and General Information Virginia
Junior College,1922
  Sects, Cults and New Religions Carole M.
Cusack,2014 There is a huge and ever-growing
interest in New Religious Movements (NRMs), sects
and cults, from Aum Shinrykyo to Waco to Falun
Gong. This collection provides the historical and
cultural contexts within which to view current
trends.
  The Grail Bird Tim Gallagher,2017-04-25 “The
Grail Bird is an enjoyable read . . . A powerful
call for conservation, and an exciting bird
adventure” (The Boston Globe). What is it about
the ivory-billed woodpecker? Why does this ghost
of the southern swamps arouse such an obsessive
level of passion in its devotees, who range from
respected researchers to the flakiest Loch Ness
monster fanatics and Elvis chasers? Since the
early twentieth century, scientists have been
trying their best to prove that the ivory-bill is
extinct. But every time they think they’ve finally
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closed the door, the bird makes an unexpected
appearance. To unravel the mystery, author Tim
Gallagher heads south, deep into the eerie swamps
and bayous of the vast Mississippi Delta,
searching for people who claim to have seen this
rarest of birds and following up—sometimes more
than thirty years after the fact—on their
sightings. What follows is his own Eureka moment
with his buddy Bobby Harrison, a true son of the
South from Alabama. A huge woodpecker flies in
front of their canoe, and they both cry out,
“Ivory-bill!” This sighting—the first time since
1944 that two qualified observers positively
identify an ivory-billed woodpecker in the United
States—quickly leads to the largest search ever
launched to find a rare bird, as researchers fan
out across the bayou, hoping to document the
existence of this most iconic of birds. “The Grail
Bird is less an ecological study than a portrait
of human obsession.” —The New York Times
  In Silico Approach for Sustainable Agriculture
Devendra K. Choudhary,Manoj Kumar,Ram Prasad,Vivek
Kumar,2018-07-23 This book explores the role of in
silico deployment in connection with modulation
techniques for improving sustainability and
competitiveness in the agri-food sector;
pharmacokinetics and molecular docking studies of
plant-derived natural compounds; and their
potential anti-neurodegenerative activity. It also
investigates biochemical pathways for bacterial
metabolite synthesis, fungal diversity and plant-
fungi interaction in plant diseases, methods for
predicting disease-resistant candidate genes in
plants, and genes-to-metabolites and metabolites-
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to-genes approaches for predicting biosynthetic
pathways in microbes for natural product
discovery. The respective chapters elaborate on
the use of in situ methods to study biochemical
pathways for bacterial metabolite synthesis; tools
for plant metabolites in defence; plant secondary
metabolites in defence; plant growth metabolites;
characterisation of plant metabolites; and
identification of plant derived metabolites in the
context of plant defence. The book offers an
unprecedented resource, highlighting state-of-the-
art research work that will greatly benefit
researchers and students alike, not only in the
field of agriculture but also in many disciplines
in the life sciences and plant sciences.
  The Hacker's Dictionary Eric S.
Raymond,2017-06-19 This document is a collection
of slang terms used by various subcultures of
computer hackers. Though some technical material
is included for background and flavor, it is not a
technical dictionary; what we describe here is the
language hackers use among themselves for fun,
social communication, and technical debate.
  Quinlan's Film Directors David Quinlan,1999 The
enthusiast's essential handy reference to who
directed what, with each entry providing a concise
summary of the director's career.
  Coral Reefs in the Anthropocene Charles
Birkeland,2015-11-03 This volume investigates the
effects of human activities on coral reefs, which
provide important life-supporting systems to
surrounding natural and human communities. It
examines the self-reinforcing ecological, economic
and technological mechanisms that degrade coral
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reef ecosystems around the world. Topics include
reefs and limestones in Earth history; the
interactions between corals and their symbiotic
algae; diseases of coral reef organisms; the
complex triangle between reef fishes, seaweeds and
corals; coral disturbance and recovery in a
changing world. In addition, the authors take key
recent advances in DNA studies into account which
provides new insights into the population biology,
patterns of species distributions, recent
evolution and vulnerabilities to environmental
stresses. These DNA analyses also provide new
understandings of the limitations of coral
responses and scales of management necessary to
sustain coral reefs in their present states. Coral
reefs have been essential sources of food, income
and resources to humans for millennia. This book
details the delicate balance that exists within
these ecosystems at all scales, from geologic time
to cellular interactions and explores how recent
global and local changes influence this
relationship. It will serve as an indispensable
resource for all those interested in learning how
human activities have affected this vital
ecosystem around the world.
  Mesophotic Coral Ecosystems Yossi Loya,Kimberly
A. Puglise,Tom C.L. Bridge,2019-06-21 This book
summarizes what is known about mesophotic coral
ecosystems (MCEs) geographically and by major
taxa. MCEs are characterized by light-dependent
corals and associated communities typically found
at depths ranging from 30-40 m. and extending to
over 150 m. in tropical and subtropical
ecosystems. They are populated with organisms
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typically associated with shallow coral reefs,
such as macroalgae, corals, sponges, and fishes,
as well as specialist species unique to mesophotic
depths. During the past decade, there has been an
increasing scientific and management interest in
MCEs expressed by the exponential increase in the
number of publications studying this unique
environment. Despite their close proximity to
well-studied shallow reefs, and the growing
evidence of their importance, our scientific
knowledge of MCEs is still in its early stages.
The topics covered in the book include: regional
variation in MCEs; similarities and differences
between mesophotic and shallow reef taxa, biotic
and abiotic conditions, biodiversity, ecology,
geomorphology, and geology; potential connectivity
between MCEs and shallow reefs; MCE disturbances,
conservation, and management challenges; and new
technologies, key research questions/knowledge
gaps, priorities, and future directions in MCE
research.
  The Films of Edgar G. Ulmer Bernd
Herzogenrath,2009-05-20 Considered the 'King of
Poverty Row,' Edgar G. Ulmer (1904-1972) was an
auteur of B productions. A filmmaker with an
individual voice, Ulmer made independent movies
before that category even existed. From his early
productions like The Black Cat (1934) and Yiddish
cinema of the late 1930s to his final films of the
late 1950s and early 1960s, Ulmer created enduring
works within the confines of economic constraints.
Almost forgotten, Ulmer was rediscovered first in
the 1950s by the French critics of the Cahiers du
Cinema and then in the early 1970s by young
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American directors, notably Peter Bogdanovich. But
who was Edgar G. Ulmer? The essays in this
anthology attempt to shed some light on the
director and the films he created_films that are
great possibly because of, rather than despite,
the many restrictions Ulmer endured to make them.
In The Films of Edgar G. Ulmer, Bernd Herzogenrath
has assembled a collection of essays that pay
tribute to Ulmer's work and focus not only on his
well-known films, including Detour, but also on
rare gems such as From Nine to Nine and Strange
Illusion. In addition to in-depth analyses of
Ulmer's work, this volume also features an
interview with Ulmer's wife and an interview Ulmer
gave in 1965, in which he comments on actors Bela
Lugosi and Boris Karloff, as well as fellow
directors Tod Browning and James Whale.
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